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California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
partnered with the Grower-Shipper Association 
Foundation to host the 15-year annual Greater Vision 
event, discussing future changes in the agricultural 
industry in a series of public forums, with various 
agriculture representatives, panelists, elected officials and 
public agencies on Oct. 4. 

Dennis Donohue, Director of Western Growers Center for 
Innovation & Technology, began the event by introducing 
CSUMB President Eduardo Ochoa. 

“This series addresses agricultural issues important to 
agriculture and the agricultural community,” Ochoa said 
in his opening remarks. “It is designed for the general 
public, students and industry practitioners.”

Following Ochoa’s statements, a fireside chat between 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Secretary Tom 
Vilsack and Former U.S. Congressman Sam Farr took 
place. But before the conversation, Donohue informed 
the audience, made up of more than 400 members, of the 
USDA’s new Agricultural Research Technology Center, 
which is under construction in Salinas and made possible 
by Vilsack and Farr.

Starting the discussion with acknowledgements of 
Vilsack’s understanding for rural farming and poverty 
issues within those communities, Farr was eager to share 
with the audience some of Vilsack’s programs in the 
USDA and potential career opportunities.

“If we are really serious about climate change, then 
we have to be serious about converting our extraction 
economy in rural places and replace it with a circular 
economy,” Vilsack said. “[The USDA] will help bring 
that circular economy greater profitability, more jobs and 
a greater farm income to rural places.”

Speaking on the USDA’s involvement in helping combat 
poverty for farmworkers, Vilsack broke down different 
single-family home loans the USDA offers, as well 
as offering multi-family loans by working with the 
American Rescue Plan Resources in providing assistance 
to families residing in apartment complexes. 

“We most recently invested $100 million in helping those 
that are significantly burdened with rent, where more than 
50 percent of their income was going to rent payments,” 
Vilsack said. “We, essentially, gave them some relief to 
keep them in those homes.” 

In addition to helping farmworkers maintain their housing 
through loans and financial relief, the USDA is heavily 
involved with helping those receive rehabilitation and 
self-help housing.

Concerns about inadequate broadband services for rural 
communities were addressed. Supplying farmworker 
families with reliable broadband increases the profits for 

farmers by having up-to-date information on markets, 
and allows children to complete and continue distance-
learning education as needed.

“If you have a safe place to live, and you have access to 
medicine so when you’re sick or, most importantly, you 
have access to education, you have a good chance,” Farr 
said. “The USDA is the poverty program for America, it 
is the innovation for how we sustain this country and the 
globe.” 

To help keep buying power local and to supply people 
with healthy, fresh produce, the USDA has been working 
to allow the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP) vouchers to be accepted at farmers markets.

After the fireside chat, Donohue switched gears, turning 
the event over to Congressman Jimmy Panetta, as he led 
a panel of USDA representatives to go further in-depth on 
the programs and positions offered by the USDA.

“I believe it’s our responsibility in Congress, but also as 
a member of this country, to ensure that we continue to 
highlight the role of people and communities in our rural 
areas,” Panetta said. “What they do for all of us, in urban 
areas and all across the country.” 

Diving deeper into the promising and fruitful acts of the 
USDA, Panetta described the emergency grant funding 
for specialty crop producers, totaling in at $100 million, 
while giving more than $20 million for cost-share 
assistance to producers that are transitioning to organic 
farming. 

Panetta works with the House Appropriations Committee 
to secure funding of more than $450 million in this year’s 
appropriation bill to fuel agriculture and food research, 
particularly agriculture pertinent to the Central Coast. 

Sliding into the panel discussion, Panetta began 
introducing the USDA representatives speaking to the 
audience. Spiro Stefanou, USDA’s Administrator for 
Economic Research Service, along with Jesus Mendoza, 
USDA Regional Administrator for Food & Nutrition 
Service, and, lastly, Jeff Yasui, Director of USDA’s Risk 
Management Agency. 

Stefanou’s research focuses on themes of competitiveness, 
growth and related policy implications. Mendoza 
oversees 15 nutrition assistance programs, including 
programs in California. Yasui’s role within the USDA 
administers and oversees federal crop insurance activities 
in California and several other Western states. 

“We have a lot of leafy greens-related work, and we put 
out multiple data products that focus on vegetables,” 
Stefanou said. “We’ve seen over the last decade 
production for lettuce is down 20 percent, while imports 
are up by 19 percent and exports are down.” 

Stefanou examines fruit and tree nut outlook, looking 
closely at strawberry shipments from California, which 
have been up 13 percent from the previous year, with 

California supplying 90 percent of the country’s 
strawberries. 

Additionally, Stefanou’s team investigates consumer 
supply and demand, seeing an increase in demand for 
pork during 2021. 

Mendoza’s team works with Congress to guarantee all 
SNAP recipients received the full amount allocated 
during the height of the pandemic, ensuring that all 
families and children would have stable nutritious food 
security. 

“Households who were SNAP recipients have the same 
opportunities, as any other household, to purchase their 
food online,” Mendoza said. “Especially families who 
have children, we provided them with the health safety to 
do so.”

SNAP’s application process was modified to virtual 
services, allowing people to receive the funds to purchase 
groceries from the safety of home. The recertification 
process for receiving the benefits has been extended from 
a six-month period to 12 months.

Yasui works directly with specialty crop insurance for 
farmers. California’s vast list of specialty crops range 
from apples and avocados, to grapes and walnuts. 
Throughout the USDA’s Whole Farm Policy, policies 
are determined by reviewing past tax records and farm 
revenue. Sixty-one percent of the premium is subsidized 
by the government. 

“We set our rates to break even over the long-term without 
consideration of the subsidy,” Yasui said. “The subsidy 
helps you, if you have average losses over the years. It’s a 
good program, it’s very affordable and flexible.” 

Grapes have seen tremendous devastation caused by the 
wildfires plaguing California. 

“It wasn’t necessarily the direct burning of the grapes on 
the vine,” Yasui said. “It was the smoke that infiltrated the 
skins and tainted the taste of the grapes.” 

The USDA helps producers with the loss of crops from 
natural disasters, paying out substantial funds to ease the 
burden of farmers. In 2020, the USDA gave out $235 
million in indemnities.

Lorri Koster, President of Grower-Shipper Association 
Foundation, left the audience with closing remarks. 

“This is our 15-year partnership with CSUMB on Greater 
Vision,” Koster said. “You can see the USDA has a lot of 
diverse career opportunities, so we encourage you to look 
into joining them.” 

Following the fireside chat and panel discussion, CSUMB, 
Hartnell College and the USDA were hosting career fair 
breakout rooms for interested candidates. 

Contemplating the 
future of Ag: Greater 
Vision 2021
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Editorial 
Policy

Story by Emma Garcia
Illustration by Malia Savella 

California State University (CSU) system Chancellor 
Joseph I. Castro announced the CSU system will no 
longer invest in fossil fuel on Oct. 6. Three portfolios the 
CSU system uses to invest their money are Systemwide 
Investment Fund Trust (SWIFT), Intermediate Duration 
Portfolio (IDP) and Total Return Portfolio (TRP). 

Castro spoke on the transition of the CSU system 
divesting from fossil fuels. 

“Consistent with our values, it is an appropriate 
time to start to transition away from these types of 
investments,” Castro said. “Both to further demonstrate 
our commitment to a sustainable CSU, but also to 
ensure strong future returns on the funds invested by the 
university.”

Back in May, Castro and CSU's Investment Advisory 
Committee (IAC) looked over CSU investments to make 
sure it was congruent with the university's financial 
responsibilities and its commitment to sustainability. 

The IAC Committee shared its recommendations with the 
Castro:

 • Liquidating fossil fuel-related bonds held in SWIFT 
as soon as reasonable, and restricting future fossil fuel 
investments for that same portfolio and the IDP.
 • Transition out of the TRP's direct energy mutual fund 
and into other non-fossil fuel mutual funds.
 • Work as appropriate and feasible to further reduce 
fossil fuel exposures in the TRP, which due to legislative 
restrictions, is limited to mutual funds.
 • Allow CSU investment managers discretion to continue 
to invest in businesses that are successfully transitioning 
to sustainable green business models.

CSU system focuses on 
sustainability

Castro is moving forward on implementation of these 
recommendations. 

The University of California system, Harvard, Boston 
University and multiple other institutions have announced 
plans to divest from fossil fuel. 

A big push for the CSU system came after a nine-month 
long student-led CSU campaign called “Divest the CSU 
from Fossil Fuels.”

Ethan Quaranta, Divest CSU leader of CSUMB, 
expressed during a press release that “having the biggest 

Let’s Talk: 
Undocu 
Success
Story by Bryan Chavez

The Personal Growth and Counseling Center (PGCC) 
at California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
held a Let’s Talk: Undocu Success presentation, which 
went over some of the struggles undocumented students 
face around the country today, and ways to deal with 
these stressors on Oct. 7.

Maria Lopez - an undocu resource specialist at CSUMB 
- and psychology intern Will Diaz Tapia listed some of 
the stressors that Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
(DACA) recipients face.

Stressors commonly include fears of not being 
understood by those sharing similar problems, with 
concern about possible discrimination when being open 
about their immigration status. Additionally, many 
immigrants share beliefs about needing to be strong, not 
being sensitive or vulnerable and concerns about their 
finances. The main concern, of course, is the fear of 
deportation. 

Jessica Lopez, leader of PGCC, describes the feeling a 
lot of undocumented students face as “being in limbo,” 
because they are in-between being sent back to their 
country, and working towards something they know can 
benefit them.

domino fall in the CSU divestment push is exciting to 
see, and surely brings momentum to our campus level 
divestment pushes, too.”

“As we are a system of higher education, we look forward 
to pushing campus level divestment harder moving 
forward,” Quaranta said. “While our general message 
won’t change, our strategies will.”

Robert Easton, CSU Assistant Vice Chancellor, provided 
the CSU Divestment group with the information the CSU 
system has roughly $155 million in shares of fossil fuel 
companies, including over $80 million in Chevron and 
ExxonMobil bonds. These rough numbers fluctuate.

“There’s so much pressure to be not just perfect, but 
beyond perfect,” Lopez said. “Always trying to prove 
worth in an environment with a hostile culture with 
peoples’ stereotypes of what it means to be undocumented 
and trying to fight that. It’s hard for any person, especially 
young people.” 

Here are some ways people can support undocumented 
students:

If an undocumented student approaches you as a friend 
with their issues, it means there’s trust. Listen to them, 
try to see where they are coming from and validate their 
emotions. 

Encourage undocumented students to reach out to campus 
services, which are 100 percent anonymous. These 
services are paid for through tuition.

The Undocu-Success Support Center is a great space for 
undocumented students to find support from staff and 
allies with similar experiences. 

For more information, resources and events, check out 
@undocusuccess on Instagram or check out PGCC on the 
CSUMB Dashboard. 

Transitioning from fossil fuels 
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Story by Cassidy Ulery
Photos by Joshua Label

Cultural appropriation is seen all across the country 
during Halloween. In hopes to spread awareness 
and prevent further contributing to oppression, the 
Otter Cross Cultural Center (OC3) at California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) hosted a tabling 
event for students to engage in dialogue about cultural 
appropriation from Oct. 4 to 6. 

Different OC3 student coordinators were working the 
table each day, offering students important information 
on how to dress up for the holiday in non-offensive ways. 
In addition to supplying students with a pamphlet on 
the definitions of culture, appropriation and, ultimately, 
cultural appropriation, OC3 displayed examples of 
celebrities and models perpetuating the issue. 

My Culture is Not Your 
Costume

Student survey gauges 
campus COVID comfort 
levels
Story by Emma Garcia
Infographic by Arianna Nalbach

California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) has 
been filled with the buzz of chatter and laughter amongst 
college students since the Fall semester began in August. 
Sights of students hanging out with friends are common 
and, occasionally, a student playing guitar in the quad. 

Students can be found typing away on laptops trying 
to finish assignments for class, or catching up with one 
another at Starbucks in the new Otter Student Union 
building. On campus, there’s a familiar sight of students 
trying to make it to their in-person class on time. 

The atmosphere on campus feels somewhat normal — 
almost pre-pandemic. Yet, the reality is, the pandemic is 
still upon  us. 

CSUMB is eight weeks into the Fall semester. Since the 
start of the school, CSUMB has reported 31 positive 
COVID-19 cases.

CSUMB had one cluster outbreak amongst the women's 
volleyball team. This cluster outbreak included six team 
members who tested positive, even though they were all 
fully-vaccinated. 

Since the start of the pandemic, CSUMB has been 
updating students, faculty and staff about positive 
COVID cases on campus via email, but on September 16 
CSUMB Community Communication sent out an email 
stating changes to the COVID procedure of informing 
everyone. 

Instead of emails, CSUMB will be updating their 
COVID-19 web page with new cases and locations - only 
reaching out to individuals, if they were in contact with 
someone who tested positive. 

Walter Ryce, Public Information Officer, explained 
Otters who overlap as both student and staff or faculty 
will be placed under the appropriate category. Student 
assistants are counted as staff, while professors would be 
considered faculty.

 So far, three students have overlapped these categories. 

In addition, it’s uncertain how many students are still 
considered active cases on campus as the website does 
not express this. 

The Lutrinae conducted a two-week survey open to 
students, faculty and staff. In that time span, 42 student 
responses were received. 

64
%

47.6%

37

38%

of student 
responders 
stated 
they live on 
campus. 

of responders feel 

CSUMB is doing enough 

to protect students 

and staff from 

contrating COVID-19.

45.2% feel 

CSUMB is not doing 

enough to protect 

students and staff. *

responders said they 
are taking classes in-
person. 5 said they 
are taking no in-person 
classes.

of students said 
they were worried 
about contracting 
COVID-19 on 
campus. 31% said 
they were slightly 
worried. 28.6% 
said they were not 
worried and 2.4% 
felt neutral.

*The remaining 7.2% had custom 
written-in answers that were difficult 
to quantify.

Cultural Engagement Student Coordinator Karla Garcia passes out a pamphlet to an interested Otter on Oct. 5.
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Story and photos by Helene Kristensen

An information session hosted by the International 
Programs (IP) at California State University, Monterey 
Bay (CSUMB) took place outside of the Otter Student 
Union on Oct. 6. Current international exchange students, 
along with former students who have studied abroad, 
and staff answered questions students might have about 
studying abroad.

Julio Castro, Education Abroad advisor, was able to 
confirm that exchanges will happen in-person. 

“Currently, we have four students abroad in Italy, Israel, 
South Korea and Germany,” Castro said. “Next semester, 
there will be even more students abroad.” 

Castro states where students can go depends on the 
country's travel restrictions, but countries that are listed 
on the IP website are currently safe.

“If those were to suddenly change, we will offer the 
student an alternative location, postpone their exchange a 
semester or ask if they want to stay at CSUMB,” Castro 
said.

On the topic of how different exchange semesters are 
now compared to previous years, Castro mentioned safety 

Overseas wanderlust 
amidst the pandemic 

Verified vegan: 
avocado toast three 
different ways 

protocols that students have to follow, in addition to 
changing entry requirements of countries. 

Host countries’ current COVID measures vary greatly.

“Students in South Korea are currently attending all their 
classes virtually,” Castro said, “while our students in Italy 
have everything in-person.”

Some of the countries students can currently choose 
from are South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Ghana, Israel, 
Germany, France and Spain. Unfortunately, due to entry 
requirements, CSUMB is not able to offer exchanges to 
countries such as Australia and New Zealand.

Castro advises students who are interested in doing an 
exchange to contact them. 

“Come to our information sessions called Education 
Abroad 101,” Castro said. “We cover many topics such as 
information about exchange semesters, how to finance it, 
amongst many things. What many people don’t know is 
that there are many scholarships out there, and students 
receiving CSU financial aid can even use that to fund 
their study abroad.”

Story by Cassidy Ulery
Illustration by Malia Savella

Toasting and topping whole grain bread with a variety of 
fresh vegetables, Basic Needs Collaborative Health and 
Human Services Intern Misha Arnold guided viewers 
through the process of making three fancy, plant-based 
avocado toasts on Oct. 7. Basic Needs at California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) hosts monthly 

“Cooking with CSUMB” demonstrations to help college 
students eat healthier meals on a budget.

These versatile recipes are suitable for all palettes, 
allowing students to customize their toast according to 
taste buds.

When making avocado toast, it’s important to grab thicker 
pieces of bread that can withstand the creaminess of 
spreads such as hummus and avocado, while being able 
to carry the weight of the produce packed on top. 

“Softer bread will get mushy if you load it up with as 
many goodies as we are doing today,” Arnold said. “I’m 
going to take three pieces of bread from the middle 
because it has the most surface area.”

Before toasting one’s bread of choice, Arnold advises 
washing and chopping vegetables since the process 
moves quickly once the bread comes out of the toaster. 
Using red bell pepper, mushrooms, persian cucumber, 
radishes, cilantro, grape tomatoes and more, Arnold 
began slicing and prepping the toppings for assembly. 

Starting with the “garden-fresh avocado toast,” Arnold 
began slicing vegetables in different directions, beginning 
with the avocado, which was cut with a butter knife for 
safety. After separating the beautifully ripe avocado with 
a twist, Arnold began chopping the persian cucumber.

 International flags are displayed outside of the OSU building on Oct. 6.

“Whenever I eat cucumbers, I’ll eat the skin because that’s 
where most of the nutrients are,” Arnold said. “You’ll get 
the most vitamins, minerals and fiber from the skins.”

Spreading mashed avocado on a piece of golden-brown 
whole grain bread, Arnold then lightly topped with 
spinach artichoke hummus - weary of using too much to 
prevent a saucy, soggy mess. 

Completing the first delicacy with fresh basil, cucumber, 
grape tomatoes and poppy seeds, Arnold set the piece 
aside, while informing viewers steps for her “hot and 
zesty variety” recipe. 

Toasting another slice, the second one contains spice and 
sliced avocado. Supremely spicy hummus was applied 
first to help the avocado and veggies stay in place. Follow 
with sliced avocado, radishes, spinach to balance out 
the heat, pieces of yellow onion, a dash of cayenne 
pepper and a garnish of microgreens and cilantro for a 
scrumptious, healthy masterpiece. 

Lastly, the “fun avocado toast” was packing nutrients, 
while bringing joy to mealtime. Spinach artichoke 
hummus was spread with mashed avocado, afterwards 
Arnold began creating a face from the vegetables - 
cucumbers as eyes, ends of grape tomatoes for pupils, 
slice of mushroom for a button nose and red pepper for 
the smile, poppy seed freckles, alfalfa sprouts for hair and 
mushrooms finishing the toast off as ears. 

“The easiest way to tell if produce is in-season is how 
expensive it is,” Arnold said. “Some fruits have two 
seasons per year.” 

Five lucky Otters who participate in Cooking with 
CSUMB events are eligible to win e-gift cards applicable 

for groceries, along with one larger prize such as this 
event’s cutting board and knife set duo. 

Kitchen Bingo is being held virtually on Oct. 17 from 2 
to 4 p.m. Helpful kitchen gadgets will be given away as 
prizes and Otters can register for the event on MyRaft. 

A pop-up food pantry, hosted by Basic Needs and 
Associated Students, will be available for students to 
choose and customize their free grocery bags during the 
week of Oct. 18. Registration is required for pick-up dates 
and times and closes on Oct. 13.

Basic Needs Intern Sabrina Lee will be hosting the next 
cooking demonstration on Nov. 4, where she will be 
showing viewers how to make a homey, comfort meal.

Education Abroad 101

Cooking with 
CSUMB

Ingredients:
1 baby cucumber
1 large mushroom
1 small radish
1 green onion
1 small bell pepper
5 grape tomatoes
1/4 yellow onion
Handful of fresh basil leaves
Handful of fresh spinach
Handful of microgreens
Handful of alfalfa sprouts
1/4 tsp poppy seeds
1/8 tsp cayenne pepper
1/8 tsp black pepper
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Life in the outdoors
Story by Daniel Gallo
Illustration by Malia Savella 

The Wildlife Conservation Society gathered club 
members to discuss upcoming events and opportunities 
on Oct. 8. 

The meeting highlighted a short video examining 
wolves and their influence on river ecosystems - 
they're responsible for killing deer, which reduces the 
consumption of vegetation.

The presence of the wolf species rebuilds habitats, 
making space for niches that attract other animals, 
stabilizing rivers, banks and regenerating forests. 

Attendees and club members also watched a short film 
discussing whales and their role in climate, reducing 
carbon and providing oxygen. 

Connor Quiroz, the club's Inter-Club Council 
Representative, explained the importance of education 
surrounding wildlife.

"We need to try and bring populations back with selective 
breeding," Quiroz said. "Educating people is important in 
today's world of conservation.”

Wildlife Trivia Night is scheduled for Oct. 13 at 7:30 
p.m. - providing an opportunity for attendees to test their 
knowledge of different species and their environments. 

To support the club, check out the Chipotle Fundraiser on 
Oct. 30 from 4 to 8 p.m.  

For those looking to dive into the marine side of wildlife, 
kayaking in Elkhorn Slough is on Friday, Nov. 12. 

Join The Wildlife Conservation Society on MyRaft to 
sign up for upcoming events.

Men’s rugby players Damian Sanchez (left) and Samuel Perrello (right) get ready to practice at CSUMB’s student recreation field on Oct. 6.

Education Abroad 101
Wildlife Conservation Society Meeting

Men’s rugby returns
Story and photo by Daniel Gallo

California State University, Monterey Bay's rugby team 
has reunited on the pitch. Regardless of the circumstances, 
the program is rebuilding its roster and preparing for 
competition with new and returning talent. 

Club members have remained patient this year. Returning 
athletes hoped to get back into the action after an entire 
year away from the sport, but the wait was far from over. 
 
Sports clubs were permitted to begin practicing on Sept. 
20; however, men's rugby was not able to utilize the 
recreation field until Sept. 27 because the majority of the 
team wasn't permitted. 

While many new members hadn’t filled out required 
health paperwork, a significant number of players that did 
were not processed or approved. 

The pandemic has created many problems, but this isn't 
unfamiliar to the team. Men's rugby is moving forward 
with a solution-focused approach. 

They are focusing on what's in the program's control 
instead of dwelling on roadblocks.

The Monterey Bay Athletics Department is no longer 
willing to provide an athletic trainer for events. The State 
of California removed the Sports Club Councils' ability to 
hire an independent trainer, and the budget cannot afford 
the team a trainer. 

Without an athletic trainer, men's rugby cannot host home 
games. It's been a grueling process for club officers, 
but they are looking to find workarounds to ensure this 
season comes to fruition. 

Rugby player Samuel Perrello expressed his frustrations 
with field use requirements.

"The system has hurt our recruitment numbers and ability 
to practice, to be prepared and safe for our matches," 
Perrello said. 

The entire team is vaccinated, but because it took 
submitted paperwork a week to process, many players 
lost interest and some couldn't participate entirely. 

Steven Ball,  the men's rugby head coach, discussed the 
roster's current state.

"What we have is encouraging," said Ball. "Great 
chemistry and personalities."

Ball acknowledged the team needs numbers, but at this 
point everyone is excited to be on the field again. Young 
men playing rugby is exciting, and provides  a great 
college experience for athletes. 

Practices consist of ball handling drills to improve 
passing and tackling exercises to prepare new players for 
contact. Mastering the fundamentals is what Ball believes 
will lead the team to success. 

Mario Coronado, forward player and club Secretary, is 
excited about the season.

"I've been looking forward to this," Coronado said. "I'm 
happy to be back and active with my friends." 

New players can join the club on MyRaft and attend 
practice once they complete their required membership 
form and daily self-check. 

It's been a fight for the program to get on track, but with 
new players and hunger for game time, it's likely to be an 
action-packed season for men's rugby. 
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Competing for victory: 
CSUMB men’s soccer 
battles Chico Wildcats

CSUMB women’s 
soccer challenges 
the Chico Wildcats

Story by Daniel Gallo
Photos by Joshua Label and Arianna Nalbach

Chico Wildcats player Liam Duerksen (#13) aggressively 
scuffles with CSUMB’s Adrian Rebollar (#10) during the 
game on Oct. 8. 

Men's soccer teams from California State University, 
Monterey Bay and California State University, Chico 
faced off in a physical match, with CSUMB conquering 
the game and continuing their winning streak on Oct. 8. 

In the second minute of the first half, a corner kick from 
Adrian Rebollar led to a successful header from Pedro 
Hernandez, setting the score of 1-0. 

Story by Daniel Gallo
Photos by Joshua Label

Following California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) men's physical game with the CSU Chico 
Wildcats, CSUMB women's team displayed a dominant 
winning performance on Oct. 8. 

The match between CSUMB and Chico showcased the 
Otter's elaborate offense and defensive pressure. 

Chico State's leading scorer Jacob Chong capitalized on 
a long ball early in the first half, an opening to strike the 
goal without the presence of the Otter defense. 

Goalkeeper Adrian Muñoz was on his own. Without 
hesitation, he sprinted towards Chong's attack, launching 
the ball out of Otter territory.

Friday's game consisted of a back-and-forth battle 
between teams. During the second half, frequent blows 
from contact built tensions, culminating in a scuffle 
between the Otters and the Wildcats. 

Neither team threw any strikes. Players broke apart and 
moved forward with the competition. 

CSUMB’s women’s ball control and consistent 
possession helped the Otters maintain their shooting lead. 

Defender Monica Hrncir left Chico's offensive drives 
with little breathing room, pressing the offense and 
clearing the ball. 

With 20 minutes remaining in the first half, Sierra Levy 
and Brenda Uribe's passes broke through the Wildcat's 

With seven minutes left on the clock, the Wildcats were in 
a position to even the odds with a threatening corner kick. 

Defender Colin O'Mahony blocked the shot, and Adrian 
Ortiz cleared the ball - preventing the attack. 

The match concluded with a score of 1-0 in CSUMB’s 
favor. Chico State's soccer programs are competitive, 
ranked highly in the California Collegiate Athletic 
Association. The game was a substantial victory for the 
Otters. 

CSUMB takes on San Francisco State on Oct. 14. 

defense, and midfielder Catalina Viegez scored a 
measured long shot. 

The match was 1-0 at halftime, and the Otters delivered 
an immediate attack in the first eight minutes of the 
second half. 

Brenda Uribe battled through the Wildcat's pressure, 
driving through the edge of the box. Jasmine Safarians 
completed Uribe's pass with an impressive shot, securing 
another point for the Otters. 

CSUMB continued to exhibit excellent ball-handling 
skills that kept possession away from Chico's offense. 

The Wildcats kept the Otters on their toes with aggressive 
attacks on goal during the final 30 minutes. A foul 
surrounding the Chico box provided Misty Ramirez with 
an opening for a free-kick. 

Ramirez scored with 27 seconds on the clock, putting an 
end to the match with a final score 3-0. 

Allexxis Hand, women's forward, expressed her thoughts 
on the team's performance.

"We were really after it tonight," Hand said. "This proves 
that we're going to have a great season." 

The Otters face off against San Francisco State on Oct. 14. 

 CSUMB player Jasmine Safarians (#39) keeps the ball away from Chico Wildcats Sarah Speros (#11) on Oct. 8. 

Left photo by Joshua Label:
CSUMB player Adrian Rebollar (#10) passes the ball down field away 
from Chico Wildcats player Cayden Hotaling (#20) on Oct. 8.

Right photo by Arianna Nalbach: Chico Wildcats player Liam Duerksen 
(#13) aggressively scuffles with CSUMB’s Adrian Rebollar (#10) during 
the game on Oct. 8. 
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Tips for organizing 
research presentations
Story by Nikki Dodd

Guiding students through the process of constructing 
successful research projects was the goal of the workshop 

“Research Presentations 101” by Corin White, Curriculum 
Research Associate at the Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities Center (UROC) at California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) on Oct. 5.

The first step is to consider one's audience. While the 
presentation is to be centered around the topic and 
showcasing research, it’s important to keep in mind 
language and terminology that will be understood across 
the board. 

Next, consider what the message or impact will be. Why 
is the topic important? If there is one main take away, 
contemplate its importance.  

The title slide and introduction must include some key 
information. Name affiliations and cite research for 
specific undergraduate programs or clubs. In addition, the 
project title, location and time period should be included. 

Programs or funding agencies logos, along with pictures 
of research and one “in-action” of gathering information 
should take an estimated 15 to 30 seconds to go over 
during the presentation.

The next two to three slides will detail the background 
and objectives, and should take about one to two minutes. 
This includes topics that “set the stage” for one’s research. 

Visuals should be incorporated and can vary depending 
on the research. Showcasing one’s data or findings, and 
pictures or figures help support and convey the problem 
being addressed. 

One’s “methods” should be a description of the study 
design and any possible study groups that took place, 
encompassing framework and analysis that was applied. 

Flow charts or diagrams can showcase this work. The 
next slide should detail the results that came from the 
methods used to acquire the data, involving more images 
to support research. 

After presenting the slides, discuss the significance of 
the findings, including context from previous studies, 
limitations and recommendations and future directions 
these findings and studies can lead to. 

White highlighted making sure you are acknowledging 
and thanking any project co-authors, mentors and 
contributors, as well as referencing and utilizing MLA 
format for sources. 

If using Zoom to present the research, it is beneficial 
to test sound, microphone and sharing capabilities 
beforehand. 

White notes when presenting in-person wear comfortable, 
business-casual clothing and wear the outfit while 
practicing - to ensure a smooth and seamless presentation.

Be prepared to answer question such as:

Why are you passionate about your research?
Why is your research important for society, business or 
public administration?
How does your research fit into the broader significance 
of your work?
What are your current research interests and career 
goals?

These questions better prepare a student to engage with 
their audience. While the presentation itself is mapped 
out, it is important to feel confident and knowledgeable 
about one’s research.

Story by Anna Stubler
Illustration by Malia Savella
 
Yelling at 3 a.m. or braiding each other's hair are 
probably both extreme versions of living with roommates. 
However, students will likely still need to solve conflict 
or disagreements, and they shouldn’t expect to be besties 
with their housemates.
 
Living with roommates equals sharing spaces, and 
students should expect to compromise with their 
roommates. 

Sharing a space with people that have different 
expectations can be challenging, but clear communication 
and flexibility can help.
 
Sources of Conflict

• Different personalities – Some roommates are going 
to be introverted and need their space, while others are 
going to want to socialize. Especially living in a double 
room, be mindful of giving everyone the alone time they 
may need or want.
 • Cleanliness – People have different preferences for 
cleanliness. This is probably an area that will require 
compromise. There are tools like the app Nipto, which 
gamify cleaning responsibilities or roommates can simply 
post a cleaning schedule.
 • Schedules – School, work and personality play into 
students’ schedules. It’s likely that roommates will 
have somewhat different schedules, if not completely 
different. Depending on comfort levels, roommates 
can communicate their school and work schedules by 
posting them on their door, or simply be courteous about 
brightness and noise like slamming doors when coming 
back late or early.
 • Study habits – Students need and want to study 
different amounts. They may study at different times. 
Roommates should be respectful of their roommates 
study habits, and not pressure them into social activities 
or cause excessive noise especially around exam time.
 
Conflict Resolution Strategies
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB)’s 
student housing and residential life provides tips for 
students to resolve conflicts. 

According to CSUMB’s housing website, “despite the 
tensions that may be present, it is never too late to sit 
down with all roommates and discuss concerns.”

 
Step 1: Have a roommate discussion
 • “I” statements where students place the issue on 
themselves instead of assigning blame can be helpful.
 • Being civil and not getting upset when discussing the 
issue can keep the situation from escalating.
 
Step 2: Schedule a meeting with the RA
 •  Utilize the Residential Advisor to help facilitate 
mediation and ensure all parties are heard.
 • Revise the roommate agreement to reflect any of the 
compromises that are decided at this meeting

The Personal Growth and Counseling Center (PGCC) at 
CSUMB is available to help students work individually 
on any issues that are preventing them from cohabiting 
and working through anxiety their housing situation may 
cause. 
 
The PGCC hosts mindfulness sessions, which help 
students get into a better mindset so they can move 
forward in a positive direction with their roommates.
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etbntugerrfi der sivne

nsecksri loljy reanchr

aydpya suro mwros

eserse guymm asbre

lesstikt lymki ywa

Can you unscramble these 
candy-related words to reveal 
their true meaning?

Answers:

Butterfinger, 
Snickers, Payday, 

Reeses, Skittles, Red 
Vines, Jolly Rancher, 

Sour Worms, 
Gummy Bears, 

Milky Way

The Lutrinae 
wants to hear 
your voices

Want to showcase your work in the 
student newspaper? Email 
culery@csumb.edu to have your 
work considered for our next issue.

We love to see your:
illustrations • short stories • poems

What is your go-to 
study snack?

Stephanie Gamble
Marine Biology
First-year

Casydi Bennett
Biology
First-year

Lisette Urizar
Cinematic Arts
Third-year 

“I really like goldfish crackers and 
water.”

“I really like frozen fruit, so my go to 
snack is frozen strawberries, as well 
as cashews or gum.” 

“My go-to snack is usually cashews 
or a nut blend, or I’d eat my favorite 
crackers. Other than that, a bunch 
of gum! It helps me power through 
studying and helps my brain focus.”

Otter Chatter  by Jennifer Gibbs


